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Let G be a metric locally compact Abelian group. We prove that the spaces 
(L, , Lip(a, p)), (L, , lip(a, p)), Lip(ar, p) and lip(ar, p)” are isometrically iso- 
morphic, where Lip(cq p) and lip(a, p) denote the Lipschitz spaces defined on G, 
(L, , A) is the space of multipliers from L, to A, and lip(a, p)” denotes the 
relative completion of lip(a, p). We also show that I,, * Lip(a, p) = lip(ar, p) = 
L * lida, P). 
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Throughout this section G will denote a locally compact Abelian group 
with Haar measure h. For 1 < p < co, L, will denote the usual Lebesgue 
space defined on G with respect to h. In [2, Definition 31, Burnham defined 
the relative completion S of a Segal algebra S = S(G) to be the set of alIfE L, 
such that 
-- 
f E tJ B&9, 
s>o 
where B,(6) = {g E S: ]I g /Is < S} and E d enotes the L,-closure of E. For f E 3, 
define /j f /Is = inf(6: f E B,(6)}. Burnham [2, Theorem 51 also proved that 
and, for f E 3, 
S = {f ELI: sup I!f* e, IJS < CO} 
8 
llf IIs = SUP llf * e0 /IS, 
E 
where {eB} is a common approximate identity for L, and S, and Ij e, II1 = 1 for 
all /3. In [3, Theorem 2.61, Burnham and Goldberg proved that the space of 
multipliers from& to a Segal algebra S is isometrically isomorphic to S, provided 
that every multiplier is absolutely continuous. In this section we prove a 
generalization of the Burnham-Goldberg result. This result is then applied, in 
Section 2, to obtain our result on multipliers of Lipschitz spaces (see Theo- 
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rem 2.1). In Section 3 we derive our factorization theorem (see Theorem 3.1) 
from the theorem on multipliers. 
The following definition is suggested by Burnham’s characterization of the 
relative completion of a Segal algebra. 
DEFINITION I. 1. Let A be a linear subspace of L, , 1 < p < co, with the 
following properties: 
(Ml) There is a norm I/ II,, for A such that 11 &, < 11 jIA and (A, I/ iI,) 
is a Banach L,-module with respect to convolution. 
(M2) There is an approximate identity {es} in L, such that // ea jji = 1 
for all& and Ilf*ea -fllA-+Ofor eachfgA. 
The relative completion of A is the space 
a = {f~L,:f* es E A for all /3 and sup jifc e, IIA < a} 
with norm I/ 112 defined by IIfllz = sups Ilf* es IIA . 
The easy proof of the following lemma will be omitted. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let A be as in Dejinition 1.1. Then we have: 
(i) IffEaandgEL1, thenf *gEaand 
Ilf*g Ilk G llfllxllg III * 
(ii) llf IIA = Ilf IlRforfE A. 
(iii) A is a closed subspace of A. 
Before we proceed further, we recall that by a multiplier from L, to A we 
mean a bounded linear mapping T: L, -+ A that commutes with translations. 
The set of multipliers from L, to A will be denoted by (L, , A). The following 
theorem is suggested by Burnham-Goldberg 13, Theorem 2.61 where the 
case p = 1 is considered. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let A be a linear subspace of L, , 1 <p < CO, satisfying 
Properties (Ml) and (M2). Then (L, , A) is isometrically isomorphic to A if p > I, 
orifp=land(L,,A)CL,. 
Proof. Let f E a. Define a mapping Tj on L, by T,(g) = f c g. We will 
show that Tf E(L, , A) and I/ T, /I = llfll~. 
Let g EL, . It follows from Lemma 1.2 that 
llf *g * e0, -f***~q~ll~~l/fll~ll~*~8~-~*~~,ll~~ 
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Thus {f c g * es} is a Cauchy net in A and so it converges to some h in A. By 
Lemma 1.2,f*gEAand 
This shows that T,(g) = f * g = h E A. Thus Tf is a mapping from L, to A. 
Clearly T is linear and it commutes with translations. It follows from Lemma 1.2 
that T, E (L, , A) and I/ T, I/ < I/f 112. Since I/ T, II > /If /Ix is clearly true, we 
have II Tf II = Ilf Ike 
Conversely, let T E (L, , A). Then (by Larsen [7, Theorem 3.1. l] for the 
case p > 1 and by our hypothesis for the case p = 1) there exists f EL, such 
that Tg = f * g for all g EL, . It follows that 
~upllf*~d~~IITli~ 
8 
and so f E A. Thus every T E (L, , A) is of the form Tf for some f E a with 
(I Tf /I = ijfl/a. Hence the mapping f -+ Tf is an isometric isomorphism from A 
onto (L, , A). 
Remark. Another extension of the Burnham-Goldberg result is given in 
Goldberg-Seltzer [5]. However, in a forthcoming paper [4], Feichtinger has 
obtained results which subsume both the Goldberg-Seltzer result and Theo- 
rem 1.3. We have included Theorem 1.3 and its simple proof for the convenience 
of the reader. 
2. MULTIPLIERS OF LIPSCHITZ SPACES 
For the remainder of this note we will assume that the underlying group G 
is a metric locally compact Abelian group with translation-invariant metric d. 
We will also assume that there is a decreasing countable (open) basis (V,} at 
the identity 0 in G such that 
h( y + vn n ~nn)/d(O, Y>” - 0 as y -0, 
where a denotes the symmetric difference, and 0 < 01 < 1. The following 
remark shows that the above condition is not unduly restrictive. 
Remark. (i) In [8, L emma 11, Struble proved that if {V,} is any decreasing 
countable (open) basis at 0 with I’, precompact, then 
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defines a translation-invariant metric in G which is equivalent to the given 
metric d in G. It is clear that h(y + V, /J Vn)/p(O, y)” -+ 0 as y - 0. 
(ii) If G is O-dimensional, then there is a basis {V,} at 0 consisting of a 
decreasing sequence of compact open subgroups of G (see [6, 7.71). Hence we 
have A(y + V, A I/,)/d(O, y>a - 0 as y --f 0 for any metric d in G. 
(iii) For G = Rk or TL (k > l), define Im -(-l/n, l/n) x .‘. (-l/n, l/n) 
(R times) for n = 1, 2, 3 ,... . Now let p = (yl ,..., yk) and y(j) = (0 ,..., 0, yj , 
0 ,..., 0), and define VP) = V, and Va) = y(j) + Yi:-l’ for j = 1, 2 ,..., k. Note 
that VAk) = y + V,, . It is easy to verify that 
y + v, n v, c 6 (V’j’ n W-l’), 
i=l 
and hence 
X(y + V, n V,) < i 2(2/@--l / yj 1 < 2kn1-kR1’2 d(0, y), 
j=l 
where d denotes the Euclidean metric. Thus we have 
~(y + vn n ~n/,)ld(O, r>o: - 0 as y -+O. 
We will assume from now on that 1 < p < co and 0 < 01 < 1. For y E G, 
let 1 y 1 = d(0, y). {V,} will d enote a decreasing countable (open) basis at 0 
such that KY + v, A ~,)/I Y la -+ 0 as y + 0, and {e,} will denote the approxi- 
mate identity in L,(G) defined by e, = X(V,)-l xv- , where x denotes the 
characteristic function. 
For f E L, and 6 > 0, define 
w,(f; 6) = sup0 Tuf -fit,: I Y I G % 
where TJ(x) = f(~ - y). Following Zygmund [9, p. 451 and Bloom [ 1, p. 1501, 
we define 
Lip(cu, p) = {.fE L,: w,(f; 6) = O(W, 
lip(a, p) = {fg Lip(cy, p): w,(f; 6) = o(@)}. 
It is clear that the function (1 /I(a,p) defined by 
is a norm in Lip(ol, p). 
The main result of this paper can now be stated as follows. 
THEOREM 2.1. The spaces (L, , lip(a, p)), lip(a,p)-, Lip(% P) and (L, , 
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Lip(a,p)) are isometrically isomorphic, where lip(ar,p)” denotes the relative 
completion of lip(a, p). 
This theorem will be deduced from a series of lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.2. 1jff~ lip(ar, p), then II T,f - f ll(a,D) -+ 0 as x + 0. 
Proof. Let E > 0. Since f E lip(cu, p), there exists 8 > 0 such that 
for 0 -C c -=c 6. Thus 
sup II TVf -fll, <L 
IYl6C Cm 2 
II T,f -fll 
----+ IY la 
for 0 < 1 y I < 6. 
It is easy to see that for any x, y E G, we have 
II T,(T,f -f) - (Tzf -f)ll, < 2 II T,f -f Ilp. 




= I/ T,f _ f ,/D + sup 11 T?I(T%f -f) - cTzf -f )II, 
lYl<6 IY lE 
+ sup !I T,(Tzf -f) - (Tzf -f)lI, 
/YW IY lb 
s~lT,f-fl~.+.+2”T~~~-f”’ (by(l)and(2)). 
Lemma 2.2 now follows from the fact that II Txf - f IIp -+ 0 as x -+ 0. 
LEMMA 2.3. If f E lip(ar, p), then /If * e,z - f Il(m,p) -+ 0. 
Proof. For all n, we have 
and so 
f*e,-f- en(y)(Tgf-f)dy s 
ilf * en - f Il(n.s) < s e,(y) II TVf - f lIcar,p) 4. 
The conclusion follows from this inequality and Lemma 2.2. 
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LEMMA 2.4. (liP(% P), I/ Ik& is a Banach L,-module with respect to convolu- 
tion. 
Proof. It suffices to show that lip(a, p) is complete with respect to the norm 
// 1j(a,8, since the other properties are obvious. 
Let {fi} be a Cauchy sequence in lip(or, p). Then there exists f E L, such that 
/I fi -f I&, + 0. We will show that f E lip(ol, p) and fi -+ f in lip(ol, p). 
Let E > 0. Then there exists a positive integer N such that 
Ilfn -.f’i, < $ for all 71 > N, 
(1) 
llf7z -fi /~hJ) < $ for all n, j 3 N. 
For y E G with y # 0, choose a positive integer k 3 N (k depends on y) such 
that 
Thus, for n > N, we have 
II Tdfn -f) - (fn -f )llD < II T,(fn -fA - (fn -fk)ll, + II T,(f7c -f )ll, 
+ llf -f?c IL 
(2) 
Hence 
II Tvf -f I/D < II Tdf - fN) - (f - fN)ll, 
IY I= IY la 
+ II TttfN -fNllD 
IY la 
&+ II ~?JfN-fi& 
(3) 
4 -lyl”T--’ 
Since fN E lip(ar, p), it follows from (3) that f E lip(or, p). By (1) and (2) we have 
llfn -f ll(a,p) < E for 1~ > N, and sofn --+-fin We, p). 
LEMMA 2.5. The relative completion lip(a, p)” of lip(ol, p) is Lip(cll, p). 
Proof. Let f E lip(ol, p)” and let jj f lI(n,a)- denote its norm (i.e., I/f ll(u,p)- = 
SUP Ilf * en llhd. Clearly 
II T,(f * 4 - (f * edl, < llf Ilb+ I Y I’ 
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for all n and for all y # 0. Now note that we have 
for all n. Since f * e, -fin L, , we have 
II T,f -f IID G llf lItor,+ I Y Ia 
and so f E Lip(a, p). This shows that lip(a, p)” C Lip(a, p). 
Since I/ Tye,, - e, j/r = h(V,)-l h(y + V, n V,), it is clear that e, E lip(a, 1). 
Now if f E Lip(a, p), then it follows from II T,(f * e,) - f * e, &, < 
II f /ID II T,e, - e, I/r that f t e, E lip(a, p). Thus the sets Lip(a, p) and lip(a, p)” 
are equal. 
Next we show that I/ Ij(ar,p) < II /l(a,+ . Let f E Lip(a, p). Let E > 0. For 
y E G with y # 0, there exists n, such that 
llf-f*en,IIg<+ and II(T,f-.f)-(T,f-f)*e..Il.<~. 
Thus we have 
and 
llf IIP < -g + llf * enoIl* 
Hence 
!I T,f-f 112, <w + I!(Tvf -f) * e, Ilp - 
llfl, 8 + II Tvf -fib IY I= 
< c + I/f * en0 IID + l’(T’f TJia* en0 I” 
G E + Ilf * enoIh.d 
G 6 + llf ll(o,p)” - 
Thus Ij Il(u,s) < I] I/(&,J- . Since the reverse inequality is obvious, the two norms 
are equal. 
LEMMA 2.6. (L, , Lip(a, p)) C Lip(a, p). 
Proof. Let T E (L, , Lip(a,p)). Then T E (L, , L,). Thus if p > 1, then 
there exists f E L, such that Tg = f * g for all g EL, . Now suppose p = 1. 
Then there exists p E M(G) such that Tg = p *g for all g gLI . We assert 
thatpELl. 
409/69/z-17 
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Since T is bounded, there is a constant C such that /I Tg /jca,~) = /I p c g I/(a,l) < 
C 11 g /Ii for all g EL, . It follows that /j p * e, /jtti,l) < C, and so 
II T,(p * e,) - (CL * e,)ll, G C IY lu 
for all y E G and for all n. Now let e > 0 and define V = {y E G: / y Ia ,< e/C}. 
Then there exists n, such that Vfl, C V. Hence, for all n, we have 
II Y * en * en, - P * en /I1 d j” e,,(r) It Tdcc * 4 - P * en III G 6. (1) 
Since p * en0 ELM and {e,} is an approximate identity in L, , {p x e, * en} is 
a Cauchy sequence. Hence, by (1) above, {p x e,> is also a Cauchy iequence 
in L, . Let p x e, -+ f in L, . Thus $$ -f^ uniformly on the dual group of G. 
But/&+@.Thusf^=@,andso~=fEL 
Thus for p > 1, there exists f E L, such ihat Tg = f * g for all g EL, . It is 
now clear that sup 11 f * e, jl~~,~) < C, and so f E lip(or, P)“. By Lemma 2.5, 
f E Lip@, P). 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. The proof of Lemma 2.6 tells us that (L,, lip(or, 1)) CL,. 
It follows from Lemma 2.4 and Theorem 1.3 that (L, , lip(ol,P)) = lip(or, P)“. 
Hence, by Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6, we have 
Lip(cu, p) = lip(or, p)” = (L, , lip(a, P)) C (L, , Lip(a,P)) C LiP(% P> 
and so the four sets are equal. By Theorem 1.3 and Lemma 2.5 we see that 
the four spaces are isometrically isomorphic. 
3. A FACTORIZATION THEOREM 
By using results of the preceding section the following theorem can now be 
proved easily. 
THEOREM 3.1. L, * lip(ar, P) = lip(cu, P) = L, * Lip(ol, P). 
Proof. Let f E lip(Ly, P) and let E > 0. By Lemma 2.2 there exists 7ts such 
that II T,f -f lj~~,~) < E for all y E VnO . It follows that 
Hence L, * lip(a, p) is dense in lip(ol, P). By [6, 32.221 we have -& * lip(a, P) = 
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Iip(a,p). By Theorem 2.1 we have (L, , lip(ol, p)) = Lip(o,p). It follows that 
L, * Lip(ol, p) C lip(or, p) and hence 
lip(ct, p) = L, * lip(cu, p) CL, * Lip(a, P) C lip(a, P). 
Therefore L, * Lip(ol, p) = lip(ol, p). 
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